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The nightmares began for William Manchester 23 years after WW II. In his dreams he lived with the

recurring image of a battle-weary youth (himself), "angrily demanding to know what had happened

to the three decades since he had laid down his arms." To find out, Manchester visited those places

in the Pacific where as a young Marine he fought the Japanese, and in this book examines his

experiences in the line with his fellow soldiers (his "brothers"). He gives us an honest and

unabashedly emotional account of his part in the war in the Pacific. "The most moving memoir of

combat on WW II that I have ever read. A testimony to the fortitude of man...a gripping, haunting,

book." --William L. Shirer
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Narrator Barrett Whitener...knows how to keep the writer in the limelight, letting the fun come from

Manchester's style and content. Whitener's quiet manner sometimes morphs to a whisper in a

delivery perfect for a warrior's memories. Although this is an entertaining memoir, it also serves as

an excellent history of the Pacific Campaign. --AudioFileBelongs with the best war memoirs ever

written. --Los Angeles TimesWhen Manchester speaks of the awesome heroism and hideous

suffering of the Marines he lived with and fought with, he is reverent before the mystery of individual

courage and gallantry.--Baltimore Sun GrippingÃ¢â‚¬Â¦. It is impossible for an American to read this

book without pride in what his country accomplished in those days of enormous

challenge.--Christian Science Monitor --. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.



11 1.5-hour cassettes --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Good book good read. Jumps around a bit but otherwise worth it!

Excellent book

A little hard to follow at times.

An engrossing account of the second world war in the pacific, told in a literate, well written manner.

Manchester was a wonderful writer and his story-and it is his story, a combat Marine in the pacific-is

captivating and comes with a moral.

I found it to be an insightful account of WWII in the Pacific theater. Having grown up during this

period, I enjoyed it very much. Learned facts that I hadn't known before

Holey Moley! This is an awesome account of history as experience by a very young yet perceptive

and mature Marine officer.

Very nice account of the war in the Pacific. Unbelievable challenges faced by our soldiers. I had to

have an atlas open part of the time just to figure out where the action took place. Thank you to all

the soldiers who went above and beyond to protect our freedom.

Manchester's great work is considered by many to be among, if not the, greatest war time memoir

ever penned. With the style of a master not restricted entirely to reporting, he has prepared an

opera of many movements. Stark and sublime, beautiful and ugly, this is a must read for WWII

buffs.
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